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A B S T R A C T   

The sensitive detection of low frequency small accelerations is particularly desirable in seismic prediction, wave 
energy utilization and dam/bridge damage monitoring. In this work, we report for the first time the electro-
spinning of polyvinylidene fluoride/carbon dots (PVDF/CDs) nanofibers and their piezoresponse under different 
acceleration rate. The desirable nanofibrous mats, with thin and smooth morphology, are acquired by changing 
spinning parameters, and β-phase crystal content is improved with increasing introduction of CDs. At an ac-
celeration rate of 6 m/s2, frequency of 1.6 Hz and applied force of 35 N, the maximum open-circuit voltage 
density of 55.6 V cm� 3, and short-circuit current density of 2.1 μA cm� 3 are achieved for PVDF/CDs fiber with 
1% (wt/v) CDs loading. In particular, the fiber mat is tested with detection sensitivity of acceleration change up 
to 0.4 m/s2 for potential as an acceleration sensor. Moreover, CDs not only improve the piezoresponse of PVDF 
fiber, but also endow the substrate with multifluorescence performance. The as prepared fiber could be used as 
active layer to perceive the prevalent small acceleration changes at low frequency, such as those from earth-
quake, tidal flow, ocean waves, reservoir dams, railway bridges, and so on.   

1. Introduction 

As the world entering the era of internet of things (IoTs), miniatur-
ization and clean energy driving have been a promising trend for smart 
electronics since the power needed is small [1]. After decades of 
development, self-power has demonstrated applications in sensing, 
embedded electronics, actuators, etc [2–5]. Among many energy har-
vesting methods, such as piezo-, pyro-, and tribo-electricity [6–11], 
piezoelectric materials process a small mechanical movement, excellent 
stability and diversified design, leading to approach to nano/-
microsystems [12]. Specially, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and its 
derivatives have inherent flexibility when compared with ceramics, and 
show the highest piezoelectric coefficients among polymeric materials 
[6]. However, the development is still confined by the low energy 
conversion efficiency [6]. Fundamentally, β and γ crystals, contributing 
most for piezoelectricity with asymmetric crystal structure, are in urgent 

need of improvement, although α crystal is the most stable in thermo-
dynamics [13]. 

As the most efficient technique to prepare nanofibers, electro-
spinning can provide in-situ high electrical field and strong mechanical 
stretching at the same time [14–16], proven an effective way to facilitate 
polar β and γ crystal phases. In addition, PVDF fiber with finer uniform 
structures exhibits superior polarity and facilitates piezoelectricity [17]. 
On the other hand, nanofillers have been demonstrated a reliable 
modifying agent for PVDF to improve crystallization [18,19], dielectric 
property [20,21], and other performance [19,22,23]. With nanoscale 
aqueous solubility, low toxicity, tunable photoluminescent (PL) and 
optical properties, carbon dots (CDs) have demonstrated positive in-
fluence on the crystallization of PVDF and its derivatives only in a high 
pressure process [24,25]. Therefore, investigating the effects of CDs on 
electrospun PVDF fiber is highly desirable and mandatory. 

In this study, electrospinning technique was employed to prepare 
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PVDF/CDs nanofibers for the first time. Spinning parameters were 
adjusted to obtain desirable PVDF nanofiber with thin and smooth 
morphology, since fine fiber morphology exhibits better mechanical-to- 
electrical conversion [12]. Adding CDs further reduced fiber diameter 
and enhanced piezoelectricity. Consequently, PVDF/CDs fiber with 1% 
(wt/v) CDs loading delivered maximum open-circuit voltage density of 
55.6 V cm� 3, and short-circuit current density of 2.1 μA cm� 3 at an 
acceleration rate of 6 m/s2, frequency of 1.6 Hz and applied force of 35 
N. Besides, CDs also endowed nanofiber with multicolor fluorescent 
performance. The as prepared flexible, skin-friendly PVDF/CDs nano-
fibers can be utilized in wearable energy supply devices for detecting 
bodily functions like heartbeat or movements. And more significantly, 
they promise applications in self-powered sensing for seismic prediction, 
tidal and wave energy utilization, and dam/bridge damage monitoring. 
This work may benefit the development of polymeric based piezoelectric 
composites with integrated functions. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

CDs were supplied by Janas New-Materials Co., Ltd, China, with a 
diameter of around 5 nm. The PL emission spectra of CDs, under 
different excitation lights, are shown in Fig. S1. PVDF of Mw ¼ 322 000 
g mol� 1 was provided by Solvay Co., Ltd., Belgium. N, N-dime-
thylformamide (DMF) and acetone were purchased from Chengdu 
Kelong Chemical Co., Ltd, China. 

2.2. Preparation of PVDF/CDs composite nanofibers 

Electrospinning solutions were acquired by dissolving PVDF powder 
and CDs into a mixture solvent of DMF and acetone at 60 �C for 3 h. After 
resting for 30 min, the defoamed solution was gradually cooled to room 
temperature and shifted into a 20 mL syringe. Nanofiber mats were 
produced using a needle based electrospinning setup. Solvents constit-
uents, electrical bias, polymer concentration and CDs content were 
changed for fine fiber morphology. Injection rate was fixed at 1 mL/h to 
maintain a stable spinning condition. The fiber was collected by an 
aluminum roller drum, with a diameter of 5 cm and length of 10 cm, and 
with rotating speed of 1200 r/min. Spinning time lasted for 12 h, and 

fiber thickness was measured with a digital micrometer. 

2.3. Characterizations 

Fiber morphology was observed with a scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM, JSM-6330F). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measure-
ments were conducted with a TA-Q20 instrument under a N2 atmo-
sphere protection. Each sample weighed around 6–8 g and was heated at 
a rate of 10 �C min� 1 from 40 to 250 �C then cooled to room tempera-
ture. Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectros-
copy (ATR-FTIR) was acquired by a Nicolet 5700 Spectrometer. Laser 
scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) observations were carried out 
with a Nikon A1R þ apparatus to examine the color tunable fluorescence 
property of CDs. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra was acquired by a 
FLS980 spectrometer with a 450 W xenon lamp. The kinetic energy 
harvesting and piezoelectric performance of the PVDF/CDs nanofiber 
were evaluated by a periodic impact apparatus. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. SEM observations 

Fig. 1a illustrates the fiber preparation process, including mixing, 
stirring, and electrospinning. For precise investigation, different sol-
vents constituents (DMF/Acetone: a-10/0, b-8/2, c-6/4, d-5/5) (v/v) 
were applied with PVDF concentration of 16% (wt/v) and electrical bias 
of 14 KV. Fig. S2 shows that introducing acetone as part of dual solvents 
could continuously improve fiber morphology with the average fiber 
diameters of 507, 376, 365 and 312 nm, respectively, while DMF alone is 
not able to provide enough conductivity and evaporation rate for fully 
elongation of PVDF fiber. It can be explained that the beads of higher 
acetone ratio could turn oval in shape and drop in number. The as 
collected fiber in this group has a rough distributed diameter. 

Fig. S3 is the SEM results of PVDF nanofiber electrospun from 
different polymer concentration (a-12%, b-16%, c-20%, d-22%) (wt/v), 
with DMF/Acetone ratio of 5/5 (v/v) and electrical bias of 16 KV. At 
elevated electrical bias the fiber was thinner as expected. It is obvious to 
see that too low polymer concentration is not able to sustain high 
electrical bias so that fracture happens. As polymer concentration in-
creases, entanglement sites between polymer chains expand and the 

Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of fiber preparation process. (b) Photograph of electrospun PVDF fiber mat. (c) Statistical diagram of fiber diameter and (d–f) SEM images of 
electrospun PVDF/CDs fiber with different CDs loading. (d’-f’) Partial enlargements of (d–f). 
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collected fiber becomes stable. However, when polymer concentration 
continued to increase (�22%), conglutination occurs between fibers 
with fiber diameter enlarged sharply due to the fast increasing solution 
viscosity. 

Based on above results, an electrical bias of 16 KV, a mixture of DMF/ 
Acetone of 6/4 (v/v), and polymer concentration of 20% (wt/v) were 
applied for optimum fiber morphology. Herein we deprecated DMF/ 
Acetone of 5/5 (v/v) because the spinneret blocked in real practices, 
Fig. 1b is the photograph of fabricated fiber mat. As can be seen in 
Fig. 1c, adding CDs helps decrease the average diameter of PVDF 
nanofiber. The average fiber diameters are 587, 395 and 406 nm for 0, 
0.5 and 1% (wt/v) CDs loading, respectively. What’s more, the fiber also 
turns more uniformly distributed with the introduction of CDs from 
Figs. d–f. The reason is many functional groups on CDs surfaces and 
better conductivity that facilitated the elongation process of PVDF fiber. 

3.2. DSC and ATR-FTIR observations 

Fig. 2a shows the DSC results of PVDF/CDs nanofiber mats with 
different CDs loading. As CDs increase from 0, 0.5–1%, the crystallinity 
of PVDF/CDs is improved from 9.5, 10.67–11.34%, respectively 
(Calculated in Supporting Information). And the melting point also 
shifted to a slightly higher value. Based on simplified Thomson-Gibbs 
equation [26], the higher melting point indicates more thermody-
namic stable crystalline structures are formed in the PVDF/CDs fibers 
with increased CDs loading [19,25]. Also, the interaction force between 
polymer chains and CDs may further confine PVDF molecule move-
ments. Thus, the melting point turns higher with increasing introduction 
of CDs. Moreover, from the results of ATR-FTIR in Fig. 2b, the ration of 
piezoelectric β crystal is improved form 85, 95–96%, respectively 
(Calculated in Supporting Information). Therefore, adding CDs not only 
enhances the whole crystallinity but facilitates the formation of β-phase 
crystal as well. It is also owed to the active groups on CDs’ surface that 
acted as the nucleating agent for the crystallization behaviour in elec-
trospun PVDF/CDs fibers. 

3.3. Piezoresponse tests 

Fig. 3a schematically illustrates the piezoresponse detecting appa-
ratus. Fig. 3b depicts the charge generation process of PVDF/CDs 
nanofiber. Initially there is no charge on fiber surfaces. When imposed 
with mechanical strength, fiber mat distorts in shape. Meanwhile elec-
trical charges of equal magnitude and opposite symbol are generated on 
fiber surfaces. Electrical outputs increase with the applied force. When 
the force is released, the signal also fades and fiber shape restores. With 

the same electrospinning time, the 2*2 cm2 testing samples with 0, 
0.5–1% (wt/v) CDs loading had an active layer thickness of 0.293, 
0.312–0.337 mm, respectively. Fig. 3c and d reveal the short-circuit 
current and open-circuit voltage measured at an acceleration rate of 6 
m/s2, frequency of 1.6 Hz and applied force of 35 N. It’s obvious the 
current and voltage enhances with an increasing ratio of CDs. In details, 
the maximum voltage outputs are increased from 6.4, 6.9–7.5 V, cor-
responding to 54.6, 55.3, and 55.6 V/cm� 3, respectively. The maximum 
current outputs are from 176.3, 225.8–286.9 nA, corresponding to 1.5, 
1.8 and 2.1 μA/cm� 3, respectively. More interestingly, the introduction 
of CDs helps tailoring fiber deposition process and promotes fiber 
orientation toward collector. With the increase of CDs loading, thicker 
PVDF/CDs fiber mats are obtained with exactly the same spinning time. 
This further favors the enhancement of piezoelectric outputs. Compared 
with pure PVDF film of the same spinning time, adding 0.5% (wt/v) CDs 
increases the voltage output by 7.8% and current output by 28.1%, 
respectively. Also, adding 1% (wt/v) increases the voltage output by 
17.1% and current output by 62.7%, respectively. The enhanced pie-
zoresponse is attributed to the nucleation effect of CDs and CDs tailoring 
fiber deposition process. 

The piezoelectric outputs of PVDF/CDs fibers at different accelera-
tion rate is shown in Fig. 3e and f. Acceleration rate of the applied force 
increases from 0 to 6 m/s2 with every increment of 0.4 m/s2. In general, 
the short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage are both increased 
with acceleration rate. Especially at low acceleration rate (�2.8 m/s2), 
the electrical outputs are nearly linear and the slope is abrupt. At higher 
acceleration rate (˃ 2.8 m/s2), the electrical outputs increase slower and 
start to become saturated. We attributed the saturated electrical output 
to the tipping point of deformation of the active layer. Therefore, the as- 
prepared fiber exhibits potential for acceleration sensing, especially for 
small acceleration changes at low frequencies [27]. 

Durability test was conducted for around continuous 9000 cycles and 
the current output remained stable (Fig. S4). We have also performed 
switching polarity test to ascertain true piezoelectric signals, so back-
ground noise and artifacts were ruled out of consideration, as shown in 
Fig. S5. 

3.4. LSCM observation and PL spectrum 

Fig. 4 a-c are the LSCM images of PVDF/CDs nanofiber with 1% (wt/ 
v) CDs loading. The fibers were collected with a glass substrate for 
observation requirements. Fig. 4d is the PL spectrum of PVDF/CDs so-
lution with 1% (wt/v) CDs loading. While PVDF alone shows no fluo-
rescence, introducing CDs has endowed the composite with 
multifluorescence effect. As can be seen from the PL spectrum, the 

Fig. 2. DSC (a) and ATR-FTIR (b) results of PVDF nanofiber mats electrospun at 16 KV, in a mixture solvent of DMF/Acetone: 6/4 (v/v); with PVDF concentration of 
20% (wt/v) and different CDs loading. 
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compound emitted different lights at different excitation wavelength. 
This is more directly exhibited in the LSCM images. CDs are well 
distributed along the fibers and emitted blue, green and red light fluo-
rescence under the excitation of purple (405 nm), blue (488 nm) and red 
lights (640 nm), respectively. These results demonstrate the excitation- 
light dependent tunable luminescence of PVDF/CDs electrospun fibers. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, PVDF/CDs nanofiber mats were prepared for the first 
time with a conventional needle based electrospinning setup. The 
introduction of CDs tailored the spinning deposition process, reduced 
fiber diameter, facilitated the formation of piezoelectric crystalline β 
phase, and endowed the hybridized nanofibers with color tunable 
fluorescence. In particular, the electrical outputs of PVDF/CDs nano-
fibers were very sensitive to small acceleration changes at low fre-
quency. At an acceleration rate of 6 m/s2, frequency of 1.6 Hz and 
applied force of 35 N, the PVDF/CDs nanofiber delivered the maximum 

open-circuit voltage density of 55.6 V cm� 3, and short-circuit current 
density of 2.1 μA cm� 3, respectively. We believe this work would be 
beneficial to the development of novel piezoelectric nanofibrous mate-
rials that promise applications in a new generation of self-powered 
autonomous optoelectronic devices. 
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